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Wisconsin Child Welfare Initial Assessment Dashboard 

The Initial Assessment Dashboard presents the data on completed Initial Assessments (IAs), including information on alleged victims, alleged 
maltreaters, IA performance, and completed IA trends. A current IA overview is also provided. There are a total of six tabs in this dashboard. 
Screenshots and descriptions of these six tabs follows. 
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IA Details Tab 
The IA Details tab displays the count of IAs completed in the time period, and the figures below that show the timeliness of those 
IAs, the safety finding, and the overall IA substantiation finding. The briefcase icon provides the IA disposition decision. High-level 
allegation information is also provided.   
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Alleged Victim Tab 
The Alleged Victim tab provides details about the alleged victims, including allegation and alleged victim demographic information. 
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Alleged Maltreaters Tab 
The Alleged Maltreaters tab is a replica of the alleged victim tab, but with a lens on the alleged maltreater showing their demographics and 
allegation information. 
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IA Performance Tab 
The IA Performance tab provides the total number of IA's approved within the date slider, the total number completed on time, and how many 
IAs had a timely face-to-face contact. The figures below provide a means of comparing counties. 
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Completed IA Trend Tab 
The Completed IA Trend tab provides a means to view the two IA timeliness measures, by county or counties, over time. The top chart shows IA 
Completion timeliness by month, and the bottom chart displays IA Face-to-Face timeliness by month. 
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Current IA Overview Tab 
The Current IA Overview Tab provides insight into currently open IAs and specifically if there are current timeliness concerns. The top figures 
provide a count of total open IA’s, and notes if they have been open between 0-60 days or over 60 days. The chart below provides a view of all 
counties with overdue IA's and notes the number of IAs that are overdue on the y-axis and the percentage of IAs that are overdue on the x-axis. 
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